
Notes from the ORCC Sustainability Appraisal Meeting. 
 

Date Mon 24th March 2014   venue   SODC Offices Wallingford Speaker Riki Therivel 
 

Do you need a Sustainability Appraisal or Strategic Environmental 
Assessment? 
 
This was not addressed So the assumption was that you already knew there is no requirement for a 
NP to contain an SA. It may need an SEA if  the area contains or is close to some identified  EU site 
that is listed environmentally  sensitive area  - mostly sites of special scientific interest (SSSI)    

What’s the difference between an SA and SEA? 
This was covered  in terms of when you would need an SEA and the difference between them. 
Basically: 

 SEA is about the environment 

 SA can look at social, economic and environmental effects.  

How does this relate to Environmental Capacity? 
This question drew a somewhat reticent response saying EC was very difficult to define in terms that 
would survive legal challenge but would definitely need to be based on professional quantitative 
data and not feelings or opinions! 

Should one carry out an SA? 
Whether NPs  should necessarily do an SA arose from questions and was covered very briefly with 
words to the effect,” If you don’t need one – don’t do one.”  This seemed to be on the basis  that 
because SAs and SEAs were formulated in quite tight legal frameworks it stood the risk of opening 
up options for legal challenge that might otherwise be avoided altogether. 

Why might you need an SA? 
If you are identifying land then you need to have evaluated the various possible sites and presented 
evidence for the pros and cons of each in order to justify your final recommendations. This doesn’t 
have to be via an SA but the process is going to be very similar whatever. 

Scoping Reports 
As the name indicates are a statement of the scope of your NP which in turn leads to a structure for 
your SA  and  maybe SEA. Legal requirement to consult on SR. (Natural England, English Heritage, 
Environment Agency.) 

Coherence with Higher Level Plans 
I.e. NPPF and strategic aspects of the Local Plan.   
Pretty obvious but raised to point out that some NPs had been created basically by going through 
each Local Plan Policy and adding the NP ‘flavour’  to it. 

Identifying the characteristics of your neighbourhood. 
Pretty much what we’ve done in the Working Group Reports but as in this talk no distinction was 
being made between SA ad SEA the documentation contained more about air, soil and water quality. 

Use of Maps 
Recommended as a good visual way to get local input about likes, dislikes and concerns. 



The Sequence 
 

NPPF/Local Plan  Goals/Scoping  Characteristics 
     

Prevent / reduce/mitigate  Impact Assessment  Options / Alternatives 
     

Recommendations  Monitoring   

Use of SWOT for impact assessment 
Need record the whole process as to how choices were made – not just the final result. 
Also document methodology. 
 

Date What we did Who was involved Challenges addressed 

    

 
Remember the Impact Assessment should be strongly influenced by the Scoping Report and so the 
SWOT must include these issues so good to produce some core Assessment Questions for each area 
in the S.R.  
Basically you need a  swot for each alternative * each area of the Scoping Report. 
From this create a Table setting out the impact of each alternative relative to the no-change 
situation. 
Useful to colour code positive, neutral and negative impacts to make comparison easier. 
 

Scoping Report  
Assessment Question 
 

Alternative 1 Alternative 3 Alternative 3 

AQ 1    

AQ2    

 

Nothing’s Perfect! 
It’s unlikely you’ll get an alternative that’s all good news. (A green column.)  
Before discarding you need to consider the extent to which the negative impacts can be reduced or 
mitigated. (E.g. Loss of  something compensated for by balancing or better provision elsewhere. 
This ‘fine-tuning’ is a legal requirement of the SA. 

Final SA Report 
1. Contents 
2. Intro & methodology (3 pages) 
3. Policy context (3 pages)  NPPF, Local Plan and Consultees 
4. Sustainability context (8-15 pages) Baseline info, Assessment procedures etc 
5. Alternatives (2-3 pages) 
6. Assessment of alternatives (5-10 pages) 
7. Fine tuning (5 pages) 
8. Next Steps (2-3 pages) Monitoring once NP in-place 
9. Appendix Assessment Tables, Maps or whatever 
10. Non-technical Summary (5 pages)  

 

Conclusion 
Bloxham – probably not do one but methodology might prove useful as evidence of decisions. 


